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Our journey to embedding formative assessment across the school



February 2012
Marking, Feedback, Assessment - a major area 

of concern 



Where were we?
➢There were pockets of excellent practice in the 

school

➢There was no marking and feedback policy

➢There was little effective monitoring across the 

school 

➢There was no evidence of pupil’s response

➢Students did not feel their work was valued 





Formative Assessment Toolkit



Staff Collaborative Learning

As a staff, we are journeying together ...



Real Time AFL in Real 
Classrooms 

A guide to using AFL to facilitate student 

led learning and make progress explicit

Danielle Bowe



A Wonderwall
Checking prior learning

• Using a ‘big idea’ or question
• Using the physical space

• Exit Passes
• Post-it questions



Marking. What’s the point?

Which statement?

a) Marking is an 
act of love.

Which statement?

b) Marking is just
for Ofsted.



Using different 

coloured 

highlighters /pens 

to monitor the 

contributions & 

progress of 

individuals during 

group work.

Enhancing the experience of group work…



…and so a 

wonderwall

becomes a…

Magpie Wall

Using the wonder wall 

as a source of extra 

information or next 
learning steps.



Responding to the 

Wonderwall.

What if…

Have you thought of…

For example…



Envoys
• Teaching 

envoys and,

• Magpie envoys

Students are 

encouraged to 

teach one 

another and share 
expertise.



Magpie Post-its!

• Facilitating student 

led learning by using 

peer reflection time 

to ‘magpie’ ideas 
from peers. 



‘Pop-Ups’

Students organising 

their own learning by 

using easily 

accessible classroom 

spaces as central 

points for gathering 

‘best’ information 

and feedback.



How do we promote learner 

engagement with, and response 
to, marking and feedback?



Do you feel that students read 
and understand your feedback, 
and then act on your advice?

The ‘Great Unknown’?!



How do we engage the students in their own 

learning journey?

1. DIRT  

2. Meaningful self & peer assessment

3. Autopsies

4. Use of Student Learning Consultants (SLCs)



Write a response, in 3 – 5 sentences.



Swap with the person next to you & peer assess!

USE THIS SUCCESS CRITERIA!

Level 4 – POINT 

Level 5 – POINT & EXPLANATION

Level 6 – POINT, EXPLANATION & EVIDENCE

Level 7 – POINT, EXPLANATION, EVIDENCE & A LINK!

If a dog were to wear trousers, he should wear them on all four legs, as 

shown in the first diagram. He should do this, to ensure that all of his legs 

are kept clean when he goes for a walk. For example, he may go for a 

walk in a muddy field and would get completely covered. It would be 

interesting to consider whether a cat should also wear trousers. 



Use feedback you 

have received, to 

improve your 

response.



Excel spreadsheet used to keep a record of 

students who had/had not completed their ‘DIRT’ 

properly in the time given

● Lesson begins with ‘DIRT’ time - 5 

mins (in theory!)

● Consistency of using this same PP 

slide with every class, every time

● Checked when books are next 

collected in..

1. DIRT – Dedicated Improvement Reflection Time



How do we 

ensure students 

respond 

genuinely and 

act on our 

feedback?

“Purple pen in your book is not a sign of 

failure, it’s a sign of strength!”



A reward/point system? 

Peer assessment to check that each 

other has completed the DIRT?

Consistency (DIRT slide)

Student class monitor to check 

DIRT? 

Check books and set 

detentions?

Keeping a class record of DIRT?

Homework? Form activity?

How do we 

make sure the 

student 

comments are 

meaningful & 

useful?



Examples of student responses…..

Assessment -

re-drafting

Given set tasks 

or questions
Establishing a 

learning 

dialogue

Setting goals for 

future workRecognition of 

advice given

Improved/added 

sentences

Paragraph re-

drafting

And if students don’t 

respond….?!



Students engaging with mark schemes (student friendly and understood, perhaps 

following class discussion), in order to give each other effective feedback… 

2. Ensuring meaningful peer & self-assessment….



2 videos of students using mark scheme to identify how to improve their responses 

and peer assessment

Students working together to discuss how to improve responses





3. Students reflect on their learning through ‘autopsies’ of their own work….

You have your homework in front of you – well done!

You are going to AUTOPSY your own work, before handing it in….

AO1

AO2

AO3

Content specific knowledge –

names, dates, studies, key facts

Application – selection of relevant 

material (from the source and own 

knowledge) to answer the question

Analysis & evaluation – strengths, 

weaknesses, limitations, utility



According to Item C, the media fails to ‘tackle difficult issues’ and is ‘continuing to put forward

representations of certain groups that reinforce and perpetuate stereotypes’. This can be increasingly said

of representations of women in the media. This is because in the media women are often subject to

‘symbolic annihilation’ as they are rarely portrayed but when they are they are often in highly decorative

roles. This can be seen in fashion magazines as size 0 models are portrayed as the ‘ideal’ woman.

Tuchman (1978) agrees with this and argues that women’s looks are more important than their

achievements and Gallagher (1980) argues that they are rarely portrayed as newsworthy. This is evident

especially in sport as female athletes are often pictured in hyper-sexualised poses and 70% the content in

a teen magazine is on fashion, which reinforces the stereotype of women. However, to counter this trend,

over recent years there has been an increase in women who are arguably breaking deep-rooted

stereotypes. This can be seen in programmes such as Eastenders which often have matrifocal

households and so do not need the constant reliance on the male breadwinner. It could also be argued

from a Functionalist perspective that these media images reinforce gender stereotypes and roles and

Feminists over-emphasise the negative portrayal of women.

Yr 13 Sociology – Georgia…



1. Have you included AO1, AO2 & AO3 in this paragraph?

2. Have you shown that you are equally as strong, with all 3 AOs 

in this piece of work?

3.     Using your purple pen, using the mark scheme, add key 

sentences to improve your response!



4. Encouraging students to engage, as ‘Student Learning Consultants’…

Represent other 

students in any 

Student Voice 

opportunities

Act as role 

models for 

other 

students

To meet & greet 

visitors to the 

classroom and 

explain the 

learning journey…



Videos of 

SLCs….

- Rehearsing

- Victoria & ? 

In classroom

ADD VIDEOS



In the classroom…..

‘….a range of formal and informal assessment procedures 

conducted by teachers during the learning process in order to modify 

teaching and learning activities to improve student attainment.’



Plickers

https://plickers.com/



QR Codes

http://www.qrstuff.com/



QR Codes

http://www.qrstuff.com/

You show 

understanding of 

the concepts in 

your answer. 

Look at the 

beginning again 

and make sure it 

makes sense and 

addresses the 

question.  



Learning mats: Dice Revision

Correct answer

Support given

Incorrect answer



5 in 5



5 in 5



Exit Ticket



September 2015
The embedded assessment across the school 

has had significant and real impact

Middle leaders’ … role in making the 

quality of marking and feedback more 

consistently good has helped to develop 

a system that students and their parents 

and carers find helpful.



The journey continues ...



We would be most grateful if you would leave 

the pens, highlighters, post-its that were on 

the table.

Do feel free to take any of the other resources 

away with you. 


